oratory and instructions for actors to determine the exact meaning of a speci®c movement or pose.
The second half of the book appropriately might be called`Of Meissen men'. Even here, though, with the main focus on the Saxon porcelain factories of August the Strong and the connection of Johann Ka Èndler's ceramic inventions to the life of the court, Chilton has much that is new and interesting to say about upper-class rituals, masquerades, and garden sculpture. Here, too, the surviving realia at C Ï esky Â Krumlov, Drottningholm and other pleasances are exploited to illuminating effect. This lavishly illustrated and exquisitely designed book concludes with a complete catalogue of the commedia sculpture at the Gardiner Museum, a scienti®c analysis of their composition, elaborate notes, a valuable polyglot bibliography and an encyclopedic index. My only cavil is that no reference is made to the materials at the John Ringling North Museum in Sarasota, Florida, especially to the series of Harlequin paintings once owned by Max Reinhardt.
Given some of the rubbishy and derivative books on commedia in wide circulation (among them, Duchartre's obsolete opus), it is heartening to have such a handsome, perceptive, and, in some respects, ground-breaking book enter the ®eld. 
Reviewed by Ann Blake, La Trobe University
Twelve years after the arrival of the First Fleet in 1800 Henry IV was staged at the Theatre in Sydney. The same play, in a new version, Henry 4, is among recent successes of the Australian Bell Shakespeare Company. In this new version, Henry IV's two parts were transformed into a postcolonial analysis of British class and national tensions, with the rival armies as gangs of soccer hooligans. This book provides an overview of the years between.
A collection of chapters by different authors cannot have the savour or continuity of one person's interpretation of a whole theatrical and cultural history. But a diversity of viewpoints generates its own interest. Four chapters focus on the nineteenth century, nine on the twentieth, among them two on individual companies, one visiting (Oscar Asche's) and one local (Allan Wilkie's), and three on Adelaide, Perth and Brisbane, each illuminating the distinctive incorporation of Shakespeare into the cultural life of these far-¯ung, dissimilar cities. At times, perhaps inevitably, dates, names and details of staging predominate; but the best essays also manage to interpret and contextualize this material. Harold Love's essay on the colonial reception of the`tragedian' is a high point here.
The essays chart both fashions, and the enduring controversies:`natural' versus stylized acting and verse-speaking; the legitimacy of popularizing; or, of Shakespeare with an Australian accent. Always audible is what Adrian Kiernander calls an`inchoate discourse' (p. 239) on the relation between Shakespeare and Australian identity and culture, on hoẁ imperialist baggage' (meaning, here, Shakespeare's plays) was`subject to colonial appro-priation' (p. 4). Providing a decent sized, well-behaved audience for visiting companies was, in nineteenth-century newspapers, a measure of colonial sophistication. Cities referred to each other disparagingly as less fond of their Shakespeare than others. Yet after World War II critics were more likely to compare visitors unfavourably with local performers. At present, Australia Council policy denies direct funding to a company devoted to staging this suspiciously foreign writer' (p. 235), a narrowly nationalistic view when many Australians, along with Baz Luhrmann, would see themselves as simultaneously part of a global culture. The 1997 all-Aboriginal A Midsummer Night's Dream made this point, and con®dently dressed the show in Elizabethan costume. As this survey reveals, Shakespearean performance in Australia is just about free from imperial ties, and from reacting to them. Since its re-opening to the West in the mid-nineteenth century, Japan has produced an enormous number of performances of Shakespeare's plays and a multitude of critical work on those productions. For almost 120 years Shakespeare has been playing the role of mediator between Eastern and Western theatres, sometimes urging the East to adopt Western modernism, and sometimes inducing the West to recognize Japanese cultural traditions. In recent years Shakespeare's dominance in the Japanese theatre world seems ever more signi®cant. These two books are well placed to offer a wealth of information on Shakespeare in Japan both from a historical perspective and as a cultural comparison.
Shakespeare and the Japanese Stage (SJS) is a collection of articles by established Shakespearean scholars in Japan, and Western scholars who have some interest in intercultural productions of Shakespeare. It features a study of the similarities and differences between Shakespeare and traditional Japanese theatre such as Kabuki, Noh, Kyogen and Bunraku, and offers stimulating observations of theatrical experiences in each culture. The book also includes a good survey of Shakespeare productions from the 1960s to 1990s, written by Akihiko Senda, one of the leading theatre critics in Japan, and a chronological table of Shakespeare productions in Japan both of which should be particularly useful for non-Japanese researchers.
Performing Shakespeare in Japan (PSJ), on the other hand, includes articles by younger scholars in Japan, Australia and America who seem to have more interest in modern performances after World War II. We ®nd in their well-chosen examples of innovative productions Kurosawa's ®lm Throne of Blood, the Takarazuka Revue Company's version of Romeo and Juliet and the series of collaborations by English directors and Japanese translators in the 1990s. The book also contains a collection of interviews with four directors of postmodern Shakespeare (Norio Deguchi, Yukio Ninagawa, Tadashi Suzuki, Hideki Noda) and one leading Shakespearean actor (Mikijiro Hira), which reveal the unique way of theatrical thinking about Shakespeare production in Japan.
In both volumes`Japanese Shakespeare appears simultaneously as a sign of the globalization of``Shakespeare'' as a contemporary cultural value, and ± paradoxically ± as a sign of endurance and re-assertiveness of the local in the face of that global value' ( John Gillies,`Afterword' in PSJ, p. 236). In this sense, the ®rst chapter of PSJ by Tetsuo Anzai, What do we mean by``Japanese'' Shakespeare?' provides a good starting point. He claims that it is not necessarily appropriate to call Ninagawa's Macbeth a`Japanese Shakespeare' if Peter Brook's A Midsummer Night's Dream is a Brook Shakespeare and not an`English Shakespeare'. Yukari Yoshihara's essay on an early production of The Merchant of Venice transposed to a Japanese setting and Ian Carruthers' on the Suzuki Method in Australia (both in PSJ) present similar, very insightful observations. However, the most inspiring contributions come from Takashi Sasayama and Stephen Greenblatt in SJS.`Tragedy and Emotion: Shakespeare and Chikamatsu' (Sasayama) offers deep insight into the aesthetic experiences in Chikamatsu (1653±1724) and Shakespeare with the examination of the emotion of the audience in late seventeenth-century Japan and Elizabethan England. Greenblatt's short essay,`Preface to the Japanese translation of Renaissance Self-Fashioning' illustrates wonderfully different theatrical experiences in both countries, its argument being based on Roland Barthes' observation on Bunraku,`the inside . . . no longer commands the outside. ' Admittedly, not all chapters (eighteen in SJS and nineteen plus afterword in PSJ) have been able to escape from being trapped in`the empty enumeration of meaningless parallels, the loss of speci®city in a tangle of woolly generalities' (Greenblatt, SJS, p. 141). But the historical facts and information given in these books would be interesting and stimulating to those who are not so familiar with Japanese theatre. Moreover, the two books, in their own way, point out the problems of understanding Shakespeare in other cultural traditions and offer the possibility of evaluating Japanese Shakespeare from a cross-cultural point of view. And if it is true that`the degree of ignorance about and misunderstanding of Noh and Kabuki they [English reviewers] exhibited was really lamentable if forgivable' (Tetsuo Kishi, Japanese Shakespeare and English reviewers', SJS, p. 122), the publication of these two books should be all the more welcome. This book demonstrates clearly enough how much more dif®cult it is to write a scholarly biography of Molie Áre than a critical study of that author's theatre, since the paucity of ®rm documentary evidence in many important areas, coupled with contradictory accounts by contemporaries, constantly forces the writer to indulge in speculation. This particularly concerns the antecedents of Molie Áre's entry into the acting profession: family background, childhood, education, ®rst attraction towards the theatre. Scott could not be more honest about this. She never seeks to advance as fact what cannot be proved, so that any tendency towards`biographie romance Âe' is held in check by a sort of running commentary:`But let us take a leap of faith',`Let us conclude that',`Let us further proclaim that'; or,`He could have been there wide-eyed at the rebirth of French tragedy, Mairet's Sophonisbe in December 1634' (p.27); or,`Madeleine may have had a second daughter . . . and the father may have been . . .' (p. 44); or, again,`We can only speculate',`A bizarre possibility is that'. This care not to jump to conclusions on insuf®cient evidence reaches its climax on pp. 170±1 where the word`perhaps' appears four times in eight lines. At the end of chapter 2 she addresses the problem somewhat wistfully:`since we shall never know all the truth of it, the``whens'' and the``wheres'' or even ®nally the``whos'', perhaps we should be satis®ed with the best and the most stage-worthy story ' (p. 47) . One wonders whether she may not secretly have envied the freedom enjoyed by playwriting-biographers of Molie Áre from Goldoni to Bulgakov, or by cinema sce Ânaristes like Anouilh and Mnouchkine (to whose`wonderful' ®lm she pays tribute): creative writers whose chosen medium precluded the scholar's tentative approach, forcing them to practise a much bolder ± often a ruthless ± attitude towards authenticity. However, Scott never abandons the scholarly approach and although the chapter on Molie Áre's provincial wanderings still requires much speculation, once he is re-established in Paris the narrative can be less tentative and the author's role correspondingly more con®dent. The jealousies and cabals surrounding the contentious plays are well handled as are Molie Áre's relations with contemporary men of letters such as Boileau and La Fontaine. The real test of any biographer, however, must be the crucial relationship with Armande; and Scott succeeds in doing full justice to both partners. Stopping well short of hagiography, her study presents a rounded and sympathetic portrait of Molie Áre the actor, the playwright and the human being.
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The Cambridge Companion to Chekhov. Edited by Vera Gottlieb and Paul Allain. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000. Pp. xxxiii + 293 illus. £37.50 Hb; £13.95 Pb.
Reviewed by Jan McDonald, University of Glasgow
In the Preface to this collection of essays, the editors are at pains to stress the inherent humanism of Chekhov, the medical doctor and the writer. They also underline the egalitarian and democratic ethos inherent in the substance and the style of his dramas and short stories. They seek to replicate these traits in the organization of the Companion, by inviting sixteen contributors of various nationalities, Russian, American, British, Irish and French, to provide chapters of almost equal length, each taking a different critical approach to diverse aspects of Chekhov's literary and dramatic work.
While there is certainly virtue in diversity and, in most instances, in egalitarianism, a reader might have wished for more rigorous editorial direction, for, however well-grounded in liberal humanist principles, the volume does tend to resemble a kaleidoscope before it is shaken into a coherent pattern.
The parity of the length of the contributions is problematic. While thirteen pages allows Edward Braun to write a well-focused essay on Platonov, thirteen and a half pages is insuf®cient for Tatiana Shakh-Azizova to give any more than a super®cial summary of Chekhov on the Russian Stage'. Vera Gottlieb insightfully draws attention to Chekhov's skill in employing the dramaturgical device of moving from`close up' to`long shot'. The Companion is not as successful as its subject in perfecting the technique. The chapters that are most useful are the`close ups': the`long shots' rarely rise above the status of encyclopaedia entries. Further, there is a great deal of repetition in these overview chapters: for example, in chapter 3,`Chekhov at the Moscow Art Theatre', chapter 14, the aforesaid, Chekhov on the Russian stage' and chapter 15,`Directors' Chekhov', although the last is redeemed by Laurence Senelick's glossary of directors which is a useful tool. The problem of inchoateness is further exacerbated by the organization of the volume. The editors explain their rationale for the division into three parts, viz.`Chekhov in context',`Chekhov in production' and`Chekhov the writer', in the Preface, but, in fact, the individual contributions do not ®t the categories in every case. Patrice Pavis's piece oǹ Ivanov: the invention of a negative dramaturgy' and Edward Braun's on`The Cherry Orchard', very good in themselves, have really comparatively little to do with`production' as such, despite the fact Braun translated the play for director, Peter Gill. They employ theoretical textual and contextual analysis, useful for productions of the plays, but not directly related to a performance text. Chapter 3 on`Chekhov at the Moscow Art Theatre', on the other hand, would have been more appropriately placed in the section on Production. These issues of repetition and organization of the material undermine the coherence and intellectual rigour of the Companion as a whole.
Nonetheless, there are some excellent individual contributions, for example, both pieces by Edward Braun mentioned above, Arnold Aronson's essay on`The scenography of Chekhov' ± a successfully negotiated`long shot' ± Vera Gottlieb's investigation of Chekhov's comedy', and above all, Cynthia Marsh's elegantly structured chapter on`The stage representation of Chekhov's women', that offers original insights into the dramatist's use of gender, both diegetically and dramaturgically. The Appendices on`Chekhov's works', Selected stage productions', and`Selected screen versions' are useful and there is an excellent bibliography of secondary sources. It is sad, especially since Arnold Aronson has whetted our appetite for visual material, that there are so few illustrations. Two types of performance in 1920s America, enacted by women, provide Latham with her structural division. The ®rst three chapters explore the performative aspect of women's dress, be it bathing suits,¯apper dresses, or short skirts and the critical attention drawn by this public display. The last two chapters offer the literal performance onstage by chorus girls as an avenue for examining popular theatre's relationship with`brazen' women and their consumption by audiences and censors.
Latham employs what she calls a`historical performance ethnography' as her methodological approach (p. 13). In the ®rst chapter she acknowledges Victor Turner and Dwight Conquergood in her study of women's clothing as costuming and the donning of questionable garments in public as an act of performance, but surprisingly she does not look to contemporary theorists such as Judith Butler whose conception of the performativity of gender and sexuality would support her reading. However, Latham does use extensive primary research as the basis of her conclusions as she draws from women's magazines, newspaper articles, and performance reviews.
The ®rst three chapters offer an interesting look at women's fashion and its implicit connection to female morality, but the strongest part of Latham's text, from a historical perspective, lies in the fourth and ®fth chapters in which Latham explores theatrical costume and its impact on women in the 1920s. The chorus girl is the particular focus of these chapters as Latham delves into the Ziegfeld Follies and several other speci®c productions including Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath and Aphrodite. Latham reads Ladies Night as a`subversive parody of heterosexuality' (p. 122), and of Ziegfeld's in¯uence on the genre Latham writes,`Not only did he determine who and what was beautiful, popularizing if not creating standards by which beauty is still largely judged in American culture, he also emphasized beauty itself as an essential feature of female worth' (p. 107). But within this framework, Latham also argues that chorus girls as entertainers were allowed more room to transgress boundaries of what was acceptable for women's dress. By following the theme of performance as an act of resistance against the dominant culture, whether it is through style of everyday dress or in a chorus line, Latham provides a thorough examination of the link between fashion and morality for this decade. One of the main objectives of the Cambridge`Plays in Production' series is to trace a text's adaptation to changing social mores and new media. Kolin's study is able to meet this objective exceptionally well, with its coverage ranging from Streetcar's Broadway de Âbut in 1947, to a Dublin operatic version by Andre Â Previn in 1998. After a short introduction, the book is divided into ®ve chapters. Chapter 1 analyses the Broadway premie Áre by emphasizing the collaborative nature of its achievement in sections on Elia Kazan as director, Joe Mielziner as designer, Alex North for musical composition, and the actors Jessica Tandy, Marlon Brando, Karl Malden, and Kim Hunter; the interpretations of Tandy and Brando are then compared with those of Uta Hagen and Anthony Quinn in the production's major touring company. This is presented clearly and persuasively, and provides a useful template to assess subsequent productions. Although I feel the treatment of Tandy to be a little harsh, the differences made between her neuresthenic interpretation of Blanche and Hagen's more aggressive reading immediately establishes that there is a range of possibilities for presentation of the play.
Subsequent chapters cover national premie Áres by six of the world's leading directors ± Seki Sano in Mexico, Luchino Visconti in Italy, Ingmar Bergman in Sweden, Laurence Olivier in England, Raymond Rouleau in France (in Jean Cocteau's adaptation), and Ichiro Kawaguchi in Japan; nine English language revivals between 1956 and 1998; reinterpretations by black and queer theatres in the American counterculture; and, ®nally, the play's transformation to suit the media of ®lm, ballet, television and opera. The volume includes illustrations, a production chronology and select bibliography (with a wealth of further reference in footnotes to each chapter), as well as a useful index. The study as a whole is an admirably thorough and reliable piece of scholarship that can be recommended with enthusiasm. Notice Ruby Cohn's use of the inde®nite article in her title. This choice reveals Cohn's unique and admittedly non-de®nitive approach to Beckett's úuvre. Cohn offers relief to readers and scholars weary of books that leak trivial and embarrassing Beckett anecdotes; and she provides a much needed antidote to trendy volumes that seek to impose all-tooclever theses on Beckett's work.
Cohn elucidates Beckett's poems, ®ction, critical essays, unpublished work, notebooks and plays. Since Beckett did not write for the theatre until 1947 when he completed Eleutheria ± a play which remains unstaged to this day ± theatre specialists might not ®nd the ®rst half of Cohn's book useful at ®rst glance. But that would be a mistake. Early Beckett poems, stories and novels contain stylistic seeds and thematic concerns of Beckett's later plays. Like an intricate tapestry, Beckett's writing, theatrical or non-theatrical, deserves thread-by-thread examination, for then the golden strands appear.
Cohn respects Beckett's well-known hatred of textual exegesis. In light of this she describes the writer's work which, in this case, is more dif®cult than an inventive analysis. She pays particular attention to Beckett's method of composition, the manuscript variations, and Beckett's own comments from letters and personal interviews with Cohn. She also acknowledges her gratitude to James Knowlson for his meticulous research in Damned to Fame: The Life of Samuel Beckett, another very valuable book for theatre practitioners.
Of the plays Cohn writes`Krapp's Last Tape is Beckett's most approachable stage play' (p. 238). She is probably correct, and drama anthologists might wish to reconsider their Beckett selections. Happy Days also seems accessible for undergraduates. Yet Cohn later notes that`Play is a template for Beckett's stage plays to come ± visually striking, verbally brief, strictly rhythmed, technologically demanding, situationally static, temporally¯oating, and humanly revealing' (p. 284). Here, too, Cohn's thought rings true.
Sensitivity to nuance enriches a reading of Beckett's canon, and Cohn closes her book with Beckett's ®nal written work, a beautiful poem`Comment dire' (What is the word), which is a ®ttingly nuanced conclusion to her study. The Âa Ãtrale', the mission of the series has been to develop the scienti®c study of theatre production: to distinguish the creative processes that lead to theatre in performance from what Ariane Mnouchkine so memorably dubbed mere`literature in costumes'. The series includes volumes on many of the great creative theatrical talents of our time, from Grotowski to Kantor and from Brecht to Che Âreau. Its method has always been to combine detailed analyses of particular productions with an overview of the creative work of the artist(s) in question, supported by an abundance of iconographical materials. Langhoff follows this pattern, including studies by a number of different writers, including Bernard Dort, Christine Hamon-Sire Âjols, Richard Demarcy and other noted scholars. The majority of the case studies are by Odette Aslan, who also edits. Aslan is a long-standing member of the CNRS team and demonstrates here her mastery of the genre of performance analysis. There are illuminating studies of productions by Langhoff going back to his 1967 staging of Brecht's Der Brotladen at the Berliner Ensemble, then charting his progress through works by Heiner Mu Èller, Thomas Brasch and classic texts by Shakespeare, Webster, Sophocles, Bu Èchner and Kleist. Langhoff is quoted as saying that he thinks in pictures, something which can be tested and demonstrated by this publication, because its numerous illustrations (more than 100), include pre-production sketches and rehearsal photographs as well as pictures of ®nished productions. Aslan works through the key topics for understanding each production, moving freely between thematic, critical, dramaturgical, or technical aspects. So, for example, her analysis of Langhoff 's 1992 production of Desire Under the Elms begins by discussing the scenography (with ground plans, drawings, photographs), goes on to critical considerations headed`Me Âtatexte et texte``e Âtrange Âise Â'' ' (Metatext and distanced text); follows this with a thematic section`Men and beasts', returns to technicalities with Use of playing spaces', then deals with music and sound effects, before going on to analyse the acting, the special use of images, the props, and ®nally sums everything up in a conclusion. This method might seem in danger of becoming too fragmentary, but it has the merit of allowing a complex interpretative web to build up in which all the relevant concerns receive adequate treatment, and the placing of a prop or the use of a sound effect are not separated from discussion of how larger meanings emerge through performance. La sce Áne et les images contains essays by twenty-one different authors, but the ®rm guiding hand of the editor, who is also director of the series, has produced a volume tightly focused on the function of the image, whether still or moving, in theatre production. Originally subtitled`Sexuality and the family in post-war British drama', this account looks at how classics such as John Osborne's Look Back in Anger and Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot tackle gender and representations of family life. Her views on these plays are revealing and right. In her analysis, even the most female-friendly plays of the 1950s and 1960s portrayed women as`symbols, ciphers, symbolic objects for the male-centred dilemmas' (p. 96). And mothers, when imagined by male writers, tend to have been`denied or destroyed' for men to develop their sense of self (p. 95).
The book then pauses, with a reprinting of Kenneth Tynan's passionate essay on censorship,`The Royal Smut-Hound', before continuing with its accounts of the plays of the 1970s and 1980s, an era in which Wandor was involved both as an activist and a playwright.
Her brief summary of the feminist movement will be welcomed by students who are looking for a short introduction to the politics of the subject. But while Wandor's account of the 1970s and 1980s is alive with her own experiences, the real problem comes when she looks at recent plays, which have almost abandoned any representation of family life. Her analyses of Mark Ravenhill's Shopping and Fucking (1996) and Sarah Kane's Cleansed (1998), for example, are factually sloppy (`smack', for example, is heroin not cocaine) and theoretically unconvincing. She fails to see that Ravenhill's characters have both¯ed the family and are searching for alternatives to it, and that Kane carefully balances nihilism and hope.
Wandor's complaints about the lack of female voices in the 1990s, a decade when more women than ever had their plays produced, feels blinkered, and her ideas about gender balance have a dated 1980s feel, as if complacent cliche Âs have taken the place of a fresh look at the problems of discrimination and opportunity. Finally, her plea for a quota system to boost the number of women playwrights is not only patronizing but also unworkable. And it misses the point: what is needed is not more plays by women, but better plays by women ± and by men. Anyone who really cares about theatre will surely demand quality rather than quantity. 
Reviewed by Bella Merlin, University of Birmingham
Given the indisputable in¯uence of Jacques Lecoq on British theatre practice since the mid1980s, it is not surprising that his death in 1999 should prompt overviews and formal interpretations of his work, as well, of course, as the publication of his own The Moving Body in 2000. This collection of essays is, therefore, a timely investigation of the celebrated Frenchman's contribution to actor-training. The dif®culty with Lecoq's work, however, is that his emphasis on the individual's own private journey through play and creativity renders most attempts to consolidate his theories somewhat unsatisfactory. In some respects, the elusiveness is welcome: the desire to set any acting process in concrete is deadly. However, the¯ip-side of the argument is that personal description becomes the main source of assessing the Lecoq`process': this may also be welcome with the proviso that rigorous academic criteria are applied to the investigation of personal experience. There is on occasion in these essays an uneasy sense of the personal, authorial voice not suf®ciently substantiating the`evidence' provided. It is not always the case: indeed John Wright's discussion of`The masks of Jacques Lecoq' is clear, articulate and fascinating. Furthermore, Victoria Worsley's analysis of Philippe Gaulier's in¯uence on her own theatre practice is pithy, pacy and evidently attempting to underpin her personal performance work with scholarly debate. There is a passion and verve behind the writing of John Martin's confrontation of`The theatre which does not exist', in which he charts his own negotiation of the physical training, whilst also trying to uncover some of the problems with both Lecoq's methods and traditional British drama training. It may be the editors' intention to maintain a raw edge to the overall style of the book, so as to re¯ect the kind of rough, honest theatre advocated by Lecoq. Personally, I sought rather more penetrating analysis, in order to understand more fully the extent to which the French training has directly in¯uenced theatre trends, criticism and audience expectations in Britain, beyond a handful of individuals and companies. It seemed a shame that a contribution by a member of The Âa Ãtre de Complicite Â had not been included. Ric Knowles tracks the politics of form in a variety of Canadian dramatic works of the last three decades.`My project', he tells us,`carried out in the context of the analysis of some contemporary English Canadian dramaturgical forms, structures, and strategies, is, in a sense, to politicize form, to examine form itself as a material agent of cultural af®rmation (or reproduction), on the one hand, or cultural intervention, on the other' (pp. 15±16). His analysis focuses on three broad dramaturgical categories: dramaturgies derived from naturalism and modernism along with`perverse' reactions to them; structural experiments which take the form of collective or collaborative creation; and, environmental theatre. In an epilogue, he glances at works which attempt to structure`SpaceTime' in a movement toward a`quantum dramaturgy'.
Knowles's attempt to subject contemporary Canadian dramaturgy to serious critical scrutiny is commendable; but his decision to turn on it the entire armoury of international literary and cultural theory of three decades past is questionable. Unlike the mature and sophisticated Canadian novel, Canadian professional drama remains gawky and uncertain. Crude and sometimes outdated experiments by young, frequently naõ Ève, artists, colonially deferential to European and American sources, gain little from massive applications of Frye, Bakhtin, Lyotard, Kristeva, de Certeau and the rest. Literary theory has already been applied with better effect to their international prototypes. Most of Knowles's observations invoke the overworked cliche Âs of class, race and gender criticism. His personal ideological biases are obtrusive, extending even to the printing of`(sic)' each time`man' or its compounds occurs, quotes not excepted. And in a work which purports to explore`the ways in which dramaturgical form and structure in contemporary Canada have served as theatrical forums for the production, reproduction, negotiation, and reformation of the social order' (p. 21), one is hard put to explain his decision to exclude Quebec Ëois dramaturgy. It is culturally insensitive, to say the least, that, in the face of such a dereliction, he subtitles his book Contemporary Canadian Dramaturgies'. What one ultimately misses in Knowles's study is some recognition of the realpolitik of Canadian playmaking. He might have interrogated pro®tably the dramaturgical politics of a government subsidy programme which provides grants to playwrights, supports script development initiatives to render homegrown plays stage-worthy, rewards theatres for producing Canadian work, invests in its publication, and even underwrites the dissemination of criticism (from which this book bene®ts). Rokem's book operates at the intersection of these twinned politics, which, by itself, makes the book a valuable read. He takes a perceptive look at a number of plays that enact particular historical conjunctures ± portrayals of the Shoah on Israeli stages; productions about the French Revolution by Peter Brook, Ariane Mnouchkine, and Ingmar Bergman; and a trio of American productions of Danton's Death. For Rokem, the historical past frequently presents a`tragic failure of basic human values' (p. 1). In the register of representation, theatre can restore what history has destroyed by standing up for the dead and deferring a ®nal ending by enacting a ®nale. What history may obliterate in an urge to resolve difference, theatre can postpone, thereby presenting its own reconstructive force in the face of its public. Performance can also restore history as such. By so doing it marshals the energies of actors whose`uncompromising engagement' can bring together the`diverse ontological spheres' of aesthetic, social, ®ctional, historical, natural, supernatural domains of life into a momentary unity that stands as the full integration of history in performance (p. 188). The actor hence becomes a`hyper-historian' or witness for spectators whose performative agency offers the presence of the historical event itself. Here Rokem theorizes the often generic use of the term`energy' by directors via a philosophical excursus of Plato. His aim is to show how theatre works, to reveal the theatre's own historical agency via historical representation and to examine how the representation of violent histories can address their contemporary cognates. Rokem should be praised for this ambitious agenda. The book, he admits, is animated by a compelling historical question,`why, after Auschwitz, it has still not been possible to solve the moral issues resulting from the foundation of a homeland for the Jews'(p. 2). He notes the reversal of victimhood as an experience with evil that is evident in Israeli treatment of Palestinians, but ultimately believes that the burdens of history and political con¯icts in Jerusalem are`still too complex to provide the freedom needed for performance ' (p. 213) . In effect, the book is written against the very doubt he must confront that theatre can make a difference for history. Senelick provides the most comprehensive history of drag performance ever attempted, and it is unlikely that anyone will surpass his achievement for a long time. The reader encounters an encyclopedic display of erudition, as Senelick examines styles and devices of drag performance in a sweeping range of historical contexts, beginning with primeval shamanistic societies and moving, in chronological order, through the ancient Greeks to the present day. The modern period consumes over half the book, and nearly all of the book consists of examples of drag from Europe and the US. One chapter deals with male impersonations of women in the traditional Japanese theatre, another discusses the female impersonators of the Peking opera, and a few pages of another chapter consider the Japanese Takarazuka theatre, in which young women impersonate western male popstar archetypes. Otherwise, Senelick regards drag performance as primarily a western phenomenon that, unlike Japanese and Chinese theatre transvestism, has evolved in relation to dynamic, increasingly unstable codes of sexual difference. In the Asian cultures, transvestism served to reinforce archaic perceptions of sexual difference, while in the West, drag could assume such a profusion of manifestations because it was always a disclosure of a fundamental and persistent uncertainty about what differentiates masculine and feminine identities. Moreover, for all cultures, Senelick treats drag as a statement of homosexuality, and his many allusions to homosexual motifs and codes strengthen the impression that drag was the basis for creating a homosexual society within a culture.
The presentation of historical context in the early chapters leads the reader to surmise that drag performance was a response to the efforts of heterosexual culture to repress or regulate homosexual desire. That is, drag entertainment was an index of the degree to which heterosexual culture tolerated the disclosure of homosexuality. Yet, as the West has become more tolerant of different homosexualities, the varieties of drag performance seem to have proliferated. However, the connection between repression and drag requires greater theoretical rigour than Senelick supplies, especially when discussing female impersonations of males and even when considering the appropriation of women's roles by men in the ancient Greek theatre and on the Elizabethan stage. For Senelick, it is the homosexual af®liation, not a powerful curiosity of one sex to gain knowledge of the other sex, that gives drag its subversive energy, its authority to challenge (rather than, as with the Asian modes, to reinforce) dominant codes of masculine and feminine difference.
The book is rich in lively, anecdotal descriptions of personalities and performance techniques, and it is generous in its quotations from historical commentaries about drag performance. The many illustrations, excellently captioned, are always provocative and sometimes disturbingly enigmatic. Every page offers a delightful and yet densely erudite interweaving of historical narrative and critical commentary, which Senelick has built not only from a vast array of bibliographical sources, but from his impressive experience as a spectator of drag performance. He continuously transmits a sense of enchantment in response to all the peculiarities of his subject. Most importantly, he avoids the inclination to regard drag as a generic mode of communication. Not all drag performances are equal, and Senelick does not hesitate to indicate when drag styles or performers succeed or fail in expanding the capacity of audiences to appreciate sexual identity itself as a theatrical fabrication, a disguise. The great scale and immensity of detail here suggest that the contribution of drag performance to theatre history has now shifted from marginal to major.
